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Briar growth

‘Marfa Modern’ captures desert design Brushstrokes  
in bed

A River Oaks-area members-only club that 
dates back to 1949 is entering a new era. 

After three years, the Briar Club has finally 
completed its $32 million renovation and 
expansion. New features at the 5.5-acre 
property include an additional pool, more 
tennis courts and dining areas, and a sky bridge 
that connects the property to a now-four-story 
parking garage. 

One major reason for the expansion, says 
membership director Linda Benson, is the 
growing number of youth members and 
related programming (the swim team has long 
afforded the club bragging rights). In addition 
to nearly doubling the square footage of the 
resort-style family pool and adding to it a slide 
and diving boards, there are now two lap pools, 
heated and chilled for year-round use. 

Other upgrades: fire pits and other settings 

for post-tennis-league cocktails, poolside 
dining options, private wine room, sports bar, 
wine lockers for member storage and a kids’ 
club with interactive video games. 

“It was worth the wait,” says Benson. 
The Briar Club, 2603 Timmons; thebriarclub.

Rugged, magical Marfa has fascinated 
Texans for generations. Houstonians visit for 
art-filled vacations and wide-open skies.

Author Helen Thompson has captured 
the West Texas town’s bourgeoning scene of 
modern architecture and design in her new 
book, “Marfa Modern: Artistic Interiors of the 
West Texas High Desert” (Monacelli Press; 240 
pp; $50).

The arts community there sprang from the 
efforts of Donald Judd, an idiosyncratic artist 
who sought a more solitary life. Instead, Judd, 
who died in 1994, ended up creating something 
unique that the rest of us have been drawn to.

In “Marfa Modern,” Thompson writes 

about 21 modern homes, including a handful 
with Houston connections. Those include 
the homes of interior designer Barbara Hill, 
former Menil Collection registrar Anne Adams, 
Suzanne and Tom Dungan, Lynne Goode and 
Tim Crowley, and King Grossman and his wife, 
Lisa Leggett-Grossman.

It’s a house-by-house lesson in modern 
architecture that also pays tribute to the 
interior design and art that complete 
these structures. It’s a peek at how artful 
professionals have created a sense of 
community in a town that otherwise might 
have just become a dusty stop in the desert.

Houston-based luxury bedding line Tribute 
Goods’ latest collection is a modern take on a 
centuries-old pattern. Abstract Ikat, available 
in onyx and indigo, is “orderly, yet done in this 
imperfect painterly way,” says Karen Pulaski, 
founder of the linens company. 
Pulaski conceptualizes each collection by 
first commissioning an original piece of art. 
For the ikat, she turned to former Glassell 
School of Art faculty member Kia Neill, 
whose watercolor became the master digital 
file Pulaski used to design each piece. Tribute 
Goods linens are hand cut in Italy from a 
super-soft, long staple woven cotton sateen 
sourced from a third-generation mill outside 
of Milan. 
Pillowcases start at $260 a pair; queen 
sheets, $395; and queen duvet, $725 
(other sizes available). Find Abstract Ikat 
at neimanmarcus.com, Longoria Collection 
and the Tribute Goods showroom (3637 W. 
Alabama); tributegoods.com.

On a recent visit 
to Houston, 
Singapore-based 
Christopher 
Guy Harrison 
said, “I love to 
make beautiful 
things.” Well, we 
have a thing for 
his curvaceous 
Eureka chair, which 
incorporates the 
furniture designer’s 
signature “Chris-
cross” legs; comes 

Curves ahead
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in a variety of fabrics and finishes; and exudes 
contemporary grandeur. From $2,200 at Noel 
Furniture, 2727 Southwest Freeway. 

Diane Cowen


